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Priceless walls with a touch of flair
Nevada La Pintura Dorada is a result of endless research by Oikos. Reasearch that eveolves
technical aspects whilst not forgetting the analysis and study of decorative styles of the past.
Nevada is inspired by the region of Andalucia, a unique place, where the presence of various
civilisations and the natural beauty of the area have created a backdrop full of colour and
intense sensations.
The light, the earth, the sunsets of Andalucia have been brought together in a product with an
innovative formulation that offers the possibility to maximise decorative expression.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Nevada La Pintura Dorada, is a precious, highly decorative paint
that is inspired by the colours, contrasts and bright splendour of
the region of Andalucia. Nevada contains golden droplets that are
released by the passing over of the trowel and mixing with the
coloured pigments give the surface an enchanting glow.
Concieved for use in prestigious buildings and the interiors of
villas and residences, Nevada gives an uncomparable, luxurious
decoration that takes on a particular glow according to the type
and level of illumination.
CHARACTERISTICS
Nevada la Pintura Dorada is an acrylic, decorative paint with special organic and inorganic
pigments. Through the application, golden fragments and colours are fixed to the wall thus
obtaining a highly prestigious finish. The product as with the entire Oikos production, is
solvent free, non toxic and friendly to both humans and the environment.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCT

HIGHLY DECORATIVE
CHIC COLLECTION OF COLOUR SHADES
PRECIOUS GOLDEN REFLECTIONS
NEW SENSATIONS
LIGHT DARK EFFECT

The charm of
gold

When simply colouring a wall is not enough, when even normal decorative
products do not satisfy your requirements, when something extra is needed,
Nevada, la Pintura Dorada offers a new range of possibilities.

Nevada, incredible possibilities for those who
want to create a rich, charming interior.
Nevada looks to satisfy the most demanding requirements. When the aim is
to give a setting a distinctly prestigious image, with a warm, elegant feel,
different to the same old cold, sterile environments, Nevada is the answer.
All the splendour of gold, combines with the most beautiful colour shades to
create a unique finish that transforms walls into a precious work of art.
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In this photographic print reproduction, it is not possible to render the golden droplets present in the product. Check the real effect in the live colour chart.
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The shades of this colour chart should be considered as being purely indicative in as much as they are reproduced through the print process. OIKOS does not accept respnsability for eventual claims for colours that have been chosen from this colour chart; it is advisable to check the cchosen colour by means of a live sample. Production covered from EPO 424594 License.

In this photographic print reproduction, it is not possible to render the golden droplets present in the product. Check the real effect in the live colour chart.
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Gold and splendid colours for walls a class above the rest
In the colour chart it is possible to admire the
range of colours capable of transmitting new
sensations to walls, through golden shadows,
to the light dark effect, from the exquisite
colour shades to the impresive gold reflections that enhance any environment.
Unfortunately the reproduction through the
print process is not able to fully render the
extraordinary effect of the gold in Nevada,
that it is possible to admire in the liove
sample colour chart.

From years of research by Oikos comes a unique paint

Whoever is searching for a fabulous decorative solution, that on its own valorises an
environment, finds in Nevada all the answers.
But behind such a success is all of Oikos’s experience and tradition.
The company has done all it can over the last twenty years to discover, valorise and
reproduce the decorative tendancies that characterise the multitude of mediterranean
civilisations and cultures, but always by means of a highly eco compatible production with low
or zero environmental impact.
The desire was to create a solvent free paint, in full respect of nature and with a double
objective: to preserve the company tradition of eco-compatibility whilst presenting a product
that offers an effect that is inspired by the Spanish culture and bring iot to the walls of
houses all over the globe, with the light, the sun an dthe warmth of the region of Andalucia.
The result is Nevada, a unique and extraordinary product.

Nevada is also a technically perfect
product: it is washable, water repellent, scratch resistant and helps to
prevent the formation of mould and
algae.

How you achieve
the Nevada effect
The product is spread using the inicated
Spanish brush by Oikos, with a careful and
even application. With the successive passing
of the inox steel trowel that squashes the
product without removing it, Nevada is able
to express all of its potential: thousands of
fragmnents are crushed, releasing into the
surface a myriad of golden pigments.
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An atmosphere with a new
light prospective

The charm of a unique and
incomparable decoration

IDEAL USES

A unanimous verdict

INTERIORS

Among the first people to appreciate the value of Nevada were
architects involved in interior design. The interest created by Nevada
and by the so called “lapislazuli
effect” was immediate.
Today Nevada is a superb protagonist of a multitude of applications
all over Europe, Messico and the
Middle East, and in many other
parts of the world.

NOBLE PALACES
MODEN SPACES
PRESTIGIOUS LOUNGES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
HOTELS AND APPARTMENTS
RESTAURANTS
PUBS, SHOPS AND BOUTIQUES
BEAUTY FARMS AND WELLNESS CENTERS
TOURIST CENTERS AND HOLIDAY VILLAGES

Every element
becomes “a work of art”
Simple arhitectural elements such as columns, corniches and vaulted ceilings that occasionally
can represent an eyesore, once treated with Nevada take on a light and value thus
substantially contributing to furnishing an environment.

Gold for walls
It is however on the wall that Nevada expresses all its decorative potential. Varying the light,
the golden fragments of Nevada illuminate and valorise the aesthetic appearance of any
setting.
The abundant chouce of colours in the colour chart allows a wide choice of applications that can
be coordinated within an interior project, highlighting the furnishings and giving the
environment a finish of great importance.

The “masterly hand” of the applicator
Nevada expresses all its potential by means of a professional application.
The commitment of Oikos to valorising the craftsmans profession is nowadays of common
knowledge. The company periodically organises up dated application courses
Demostrations and examples of the application method are also organised at Oikos retailers.
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technical data sheet TDL/do/02
Nevada La Pintura Dorada
Technical characteristic
NEVADA la Pintura Dorada by OIKOS is a decorative paint that unites colours, contrasts and decorations with a gloden finish that give walls
an enchanting appearance. Thousands of tiny paint droplets that break
as the trowel passes over them and that due to a strange type of magnetism, are trabsformed into a blend of gold tinged colours. Thanks to its
formulation and to the particular pigments used, it is possible to admire
the vast range of colours that are able to transmit new sensations to
walls, from golden shadows to the stupendous mêlée of gold that brings
precious reflections to the environment.
NEVADA la Pintura Dorada is washable, water repellent, scratch resistant
and helps prevent the formation of mould and algae; it is particularly
indicated for the decoration of surfcaces in prestigious settings such as
villas, noble palaces, offices and elegant lounges, appartaments and
boutiques. Easy to apply, NEVADA allows long open working time thus
avoiding problems of joints and imperfections. The product is free of
toxic solvents aromas and chlorides. It is friendly to both humans and
the environment.
Ideal use
Interior surfaces in all kinds of buildings both historical and modern.
Surface preparation
New surfaces should be thoroughly dry and mature. On old walls or
previously painted surfaces, remove all deposits of smog, dust or other
dirt by means of washung and scraping. Remove any loose or crumbling
material and follow this by applying, if necessary, a coat of the special
fixative NEOFIX by OIKOS. Wait 4 ÷ 6 hours until dry.
Apply one or two coats of FONDO MURALES by OIKOS as a base coat.
Wait 6 ÷ 8 hours until dry.
Application method
Apply NEVADA la Pintura Dorada using the indicated Spanish Brush by
OIKOS crossing over the brush marks, immediately pasas back over with
the brush but with no product on it, in order to even out the distribution
of the product on the surface. After 5 ÷ 10 minutes pass over the
surface, applying light pressure withan inox steel trowel OIKOS
squashing the product without removing it.
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Technical characteristics: application
Dilution: 5 ÷ 10% with drinkable water
Yield: 6 ÷ 8 m2/l according to surface absorption
Application tools: Spanish Brush and inox steel trowel by OIKOS
Fixative: Neofix by OIKOS
Base coat: Fondo Murales by OIKOS
Application temperature: +5°C ÷ +36°C
(with relative humidity not exceeding 80%)
Drying time until touch dry: 3 ÷ 4 hours
(temperature = 20° C with relative humidity at 75%)
Total drying time: 2 ÷ 3 days
(temperature = 20° C with relative humidity at 75%)
Tools cleaning: water
Warning: mix the product manually or in a gyroscopic mixer for
max 1 minute at low speed.

Technical characteristics: the product
Composition: Acrylic resins in water dispersion, special organic and
inorganic pigments.
Specific weight: 1 kg/l ± 3%
pH: 6 ÷ 7
Viscosity: 7500 ÷ 11500 CPS Brookfield
(RVT 20 revs/min. a 25°C)
Storage temperature: +2°C ÷ +36°C. Keep from freezing
Reasction to fire: negative if applied on a non inflammable base
coat; water based material with dry thickness of less than 0.600 mm.
Resistance to washing: Washable in accordance with the norm
UNI 10560:1956
Colours: shades of the colour chart on the tintometric system DCS
Decor Color System by OIKOS.
Packaging: litres 1 – 5
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